Power turns on or off depending on your vehicle's ignition

On* / Off

On / Off*

Freq: 34.184 - 34.592 GHz

Freq: 33.886 - 34.198 GHz  KaN8

On / Off*

On* / Off

MultaRadar CD detection

Freq: 24.110 - 24.175 GHz

Freq: 33.400 - 36.000 GHz

Speed trap

Freq: 23.950 - 24.050 GHz

Displays battery voltage

HOV lane camera

Powers off automatically after 1 hour

MultaRadar CT detection

Customize the bands you want to monitor

Customize the types of locations you want to mark for future reference

Radar Detector Rejection

62 seconds without pressing a button. The unit will display

Press and hold the MARK and SENS buttons to access Preferences. To exit Preferences, simply wait a few

one category to the next

Press MARK to go from

Press VOLUME + or – to change

your setting within a category

AutoPower

X Band

Strelka

Gatso

KaN4

Laser

KaN9

GHz

GHz

GHz

On* / Off

On / Off*

Automatically stores and locks out false alarms

Automatically reduces audio to preferred volume

Standard ESCORT alert tones

Simple messages replace bands:

Multiple bands with bar graph of signal strengths

Modified

Press SENS to go from one band category to the next

Press VOLUME + or – to change your setting within a category

Full Word

On* / Off

On* / Off

Full Word: Auto, Auto NoX, AutoLoK or Highway

NOTE: Switch back to advance mode to view all Preferences.

Access and customize units and display color, (all other

marker category to the next

your setting within a category

AutoPower

Standard

Voice

Units

Language

On* / Off

On / Off*

8 Hours

Powers off automatically after 4 hours

4 Hours*

On* / Off

On / Off*

Modified

Press SENS button to confirm

Without moving. Display screen will turn on automatically after you reach 10MPH.

NOTE: When K Band is off, you can select separate segments of the band to turn on or off.

Freq: 24.050 - 24.250 GHz

NOTE: If AutoPower is on, to save screen life the display screen goes blank after 30 minutes

without moving.

Freq: 35.143 - 35.383 GHz

Freq: 35.830 - 35.998

To perform the update, connect RedLine EX to your computer using only a USB A / Mini B cable. Do

*Default Setting

NOTE: When AutoPower is on, to save screen life the display screen goes blank after 30 minutes

power on. A "Restored" message will display, acknowledging the reset.

In order to access these updates, you will need to register your RedLine EX at www.EscortRadar.com.

RedLine EX's red light and speed camera DEFENDER database is easily updated using our exclusive

Clear Locations

Clear DEFENDER database, all markers, and all lockouts

Clear all user Marked locations. Press SENS button to confirm

Redlight

Marked

Over Speed

User Mode

Stealth Ticket Protection with

Crowd Sourced Alerts

ESCORT Live App Provides

Rejects False Alerts

Quick Reference

INTERNATIONAL
Congratulations

RedLine EX Features

Safety and Care Information

Registration and ESCORT Live

Installation

Controls & Features

SmartCord USB

EZ Mag Mount™

StickyCup

Cord, Mount & StickyCup Care Instructions

FCC Compliance

Regulatory Notice

Technical Specifications

RedLine EX Specifications

RedLine EX Features

OLED display.

the type of threat at

a new multi-color

area, and gives you access to local speed limit

received and reported by other users in the

network which warns you of upcoming alerts

to ESCORT's award winning app, ESCORT Live.

Built in

light cameras

verified speed traps, speed cameras, and red

Access to ESCORT's

locations for future reference.

RedLine EX totally undetectable by any radar

adaptive cruise control.

Dual radar antennas provide the longest possible

maximum laser warning and off-axis protection.

warning in all directions on all radar bands.

Bluetooth®

®

Follow the onscreen instructions to register

your RedLine EX device. Be sure to have

information, once you have registered

Before downloading ESCORT Live, you must first

Register and ESCORT Live

3

7

2

6

5

4

3

2

Visit www.EscortRadar.com and click Product

Registration.

Follow the onscreen instructions to download

ESCORT Live Radar

Open your smartphone, and then open the app.

The Bluetooth icon on the RedLine EX display

will appear to confirm that it is paired to your

device entry

on your smartphone go to Bluetooth® Settings

and search for

ESCORT Live Radar

RedLine EX

You should see

2

7

4 3 2

and

ESCORT Live Radar

RedLine EX

Press the Settings button           then select

password

Press Scan for devices and wait for the device

And

you're ready to hit the road!

Open the app, walk through the tutorial, and

To mount the detector in your vehicle:

Ensure the locking clamp is open.

Ensure clear view of road ahead and sky

passenger.

Center of windshield between driver and

Should the EZ Mag Mount™ StickyCup accumulate

debris and lose its stickiness, simply rinse under

air dry.

EZ Mag Mount™ Care Instructions:

To remove mount from windshield, release

detector releases from the mount.

To remove the detector, simply lift the display

end of the detector and the

EZ Mag

attaches to device here

EZ Mag

3

2

EZ Mag Mount™

Mount Area

EZ Mag Mount™

EZ Mag Mount™

Plugs into detector jack

SmartCord USB

Press small end of SmartCord USB into modular

Jack

Using SmartCord USB

- Press to unlock.

- Lights green when receiving power.

- Press and hold

- Twice while receiving a

- Alert Light

- Press three times to lock

- out a false alert; press

- Mute

- Alert to unmark

- press three times to lock

- out a false alert; press

- Mute

- Alert to unmark

- Current speed

- Brightness (Min, Med,

- NoX, AutoLoK, and

- Sensitivity (SENS)

- Press and hold

- OverSpeed Alert

- Press one time to

- Press twice to

- Press three times to

- Press four times to

- Press five times to

- Press six times to

- Press seven times to

- Press eight times to

- Press nine times to

- Press ten times to

- Press eleven times to

- Press twelve times to

- Press thirteen times to

- Press fourteen times to

- Press fifteen times to

- Press sixteen times to

- Press seventeen times to

- Press eighteen times to

- Press nineteen times to

- Press twenty times to

- Press twenty-one times to

- Press twenty-two times to

- Press twenty-three times to

- Press twenty-four times to

- Press twenty-five times to

- Press twenty-six times to

- Press twenty-seven times to

- Press twenty-eight times to

- Press twenty-nine times to

- Press thirty times to

- Press thirty-one times to

- Press thirty-two times to

- Press thirty-three times to

- Press thirty-four times to

- Press thirty-five times to

- Press thirty-six times to

- Press thirty-seven times to

- Press thirty-eight times to

- Press thirty-nine times to

- Press forty times to

- Press forty-one times to

- Press forty-two times to

- Press forty-three times to

- Press forty-four times to

- Press forty-five times to

- Press forty-six times to

- Press forty-seven times to

- Press forty-eight times to

- Press forty-nine times to

- Press fifty times to

- Press fifty-one times to

- Press fifty-two times to

- Press fifty-three times to

- Press fifty-four times to

- Press fifty-five times to

- Press fifty-six times to

- Press fifty-seven times to

- Press fifty-eight times to

- Press fifty-nine times to

- Press sixty times to

- Press sixty-one times to

- Press sixty-two times to

- Press sixty-three times to

- Press sixty-four times to

- Press sixty-five times to

- Press sixty-six times to

- Press sixty-seven times to

- Press sixty-eight times to

- Press sixty-nine times to

- Press seventy times to

- Press seventy-one times to

- Press seventy-two times to

- Press seventy-three times to

- Press seventy-four times to

- Press seventy-five times to

- Press seventy-six times to

- Press seventy-seven times to

- Press seventy-eight times to

- Press seventy-nine times to

- Press eighty times to

- Press eighty-one times to

- Press eighty-two times to

- Press eighty-three times to

- Press eighty-four times to

- Press eighty-five times to

- Press eighty-six times to

- Press eighty-seven times to

- Press eighty-eight times to

- Press eighty-nine times to

- Press ninety times to

- Press ninety-one times to

- Press ninety-two times to

- Press ninety-three times to

- Press ninety-four times to

- Press ninety-five times to

- Press ninety-six times to

- Press ninety-seven times to

- Press ninety-eight times to

- Press ninety-nine times to

- Press one hundred times to

- Press one hundred one times to

- Press one hundred two times to

- Press one hundred three times to

- Press one hundred four times to

- Press one hundred five times to

- Press one hundred six times to

- Press one hundred seven times to

- Press one hundred eight times to

- Press one hundred nine times to

- Press one hundred ten times to

- Press one hundred eleven times to

- Press one hundred twelve times to

- Press one hundred thirteen times to

- Press one hundred fourteen times to

- Press one hundred fifteen times to

- Press one hundred sixteen times to

- Press one hundred seventeen times to

- Press one hundred eighteen times to

- Press one hundred nineteen times to

- Press one hundred twenty times to

- Press one hundred twenty-one times to

- Press one hundred twenty-two times to

- Press one hundred twenty-three times to

- Press one hundred twenty-four times to

- Press one hundred twenty-five times to

- Press one hundred twenty-six times to

- Press one hundred twenty-seven times to

- Press one hundred twenty-eight times to

- Press one hundred twenty-nine times to

- Press one hundred thirty times to

- Press one hundred thirty-one times to

- Press one hundred thirty-two times to

- Press one hundred thirty-three times to

- Press one hundred thirty-four times to

- Press one hundred thirty-five times to

- Press one hundred thirty-six times to

- Press one hundred thirty-seven times to

- Press one hundred thirty-eight times to

- Press one hundred thirty-nine times to

- Press one hundred forty times to

- Press one hundred forty-one times to

- Press one hundred forty-two times to

- Press one hundred forty-three times to

- Press one hundred forty-four times to

- Press one hundred forty-five times to

- Press one hundred forty-six times to

- Press one hundred forty-seven times to

- Press one hundred forty-eight times to

- Press one hundred forty-nine times to

- Press one hundred fifty times to

- Press one hundred fifty-one times to

- Press one hundred fifty-two times to

- Press one hundred fifty-three times to

- Press one hundred fifty-four times to

- Press one hundred fifty-five times to

- Press one hundred fifty-six times to

- Press one hundred fifty-seven times to